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"These stories cannot help but touch the hearts and souls of all who read it, nurses or not. The
authors have done nursing a wonderful assistance by getting to light the touching, funny,
heartfelt anecdotes shared by those at the bedside.N." Most important, as every lover of the
series understands, each story shares hope for the future., R." -Sally Russell, M. No matter age or
area of practice, health-care employees the world over will find their own hearts and souls in
these tales as they discover the universality of what they do-and the power of their skillful
hands and devoted hearts. Stories from student nurses recall why they entered the career; tales
from seasoned nurses reveal why they stay, plus some stories think about the "good old times.N.
, Educational Director Academy of Medical Surgical Nurses This assortment of true stories
champions the daily contributions, commitments and sacrifices of nurses and portrays the
compassion, intellect and wit necessary to meet the challenging demands of the profession.
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Okay, so no one promised us a rose garden, however, many days we need a little help viewing
the bright part of Nursing when we're neck deep in the "weeds!Have to confess the best all time
Poultry Soup Publication was the 1st one--WAS. Highly recommend The Best Chicken Soup Ever!
She was very happy to get it and couldn't wait around to learn it on those nerve-racking times
of her internship. Us nurses have to feel appreciated sometimes and there are a down
economy where we really want to stop but stories such as these motivate us to continue
thriving to the rewarding profession. GIVEN THAT is the BEST of all Chicken Soup books. Lots of
stories produced me laugh, some produced me cry - overall, a great read! This book, a shining
tribute to nursing, contains impressive accounts of nursing found in few areas!Great gift for the
nurses we love. Who is there on the front range save for the doctors and nurses? It's a brief,
sweet reminder that reorients us back again to our true passion and transmits us back again,
refreshed, to serve a later date! If you know a nurse, love a nurse, or certainly are a nurse... you
must understand this book and keep it near! Recommend Great tales - uplifting, tearful,
relatable. It arrived on time and was brand new. Chicken Soup for the Nurse's Soul, a reserve
which honestly depicts the countless difficulties which come from being truly a nurse. Nursing in
the current hospitals may become routine, mundane, over-worked by the long, tough hours and
high census, with little rewards--except for the sufferers and their own families, who require soft,
loving care in a time of greatest want." This book is it! Should care-givers temporarily ignore
why they went in to the field, the sweet stories inside the covers will motivate them as to the
reasons they underwent the trials of nursing college. Then in 2011 they released Chicken Soup
for the Soul Inspiration for the Young at Heart. Our Silver Lining! Wonderful insights from common
people I collect (and regularly contribute to) Poultry Soup for the Soul books. I currently have
over 110. I had a hard time finding this book since it isn't offered by local book stores. It's a
fabulous read. This was a gift to my daughter who graduated nursing school. The individual
encounters that nurses leave a healthcare facility with are probably what will keep nurses
returning for another and another change, when they reach down inside of themselves to lift
both affected person and families carefully and, at times, inspiration. It's for folks over 60--or
who plan to be. As a fresh nurse, reading nursing stories from others help motivate me
personally and helps relieve a few of the stress/pressures of being a new nurse.But that one is
still worth reading. Go through a couple of tales before I gave it. Good as normal with all
Chicken Soup books Gave this as something special. Would be a great gift for that nurse on
your own gift list. Good as usual with all Chicken Soup books. Never does not inspire! I'll surely
purchase 'second dose' when I finish scanning this one. Be it for a rainy day time, a travel go
through or simply to kill period while waiting in series at the lender; this ebook is normally my
ultimate favourite. a great read! I really love Poultry Soup books! My son is definitely a nurse
and We purchased it for ... My son is normally a nurse and We purchased it for him for Xmas..
She read it and enjoyed it. This was a gift for a fresh RN. entirely relevant! Five Stars EXcellent
condition Great Gift This is great assortment of stories from nurses over time. Great gift for
anyone in the nursing field. Five Stars Well written. He actually enjoys the stores in it.. She
examine it and loved it. ? Heart warming A wonderful read! Will jerk your heart around!
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